German quality you can trust

Ideabook Cube Shelving System

CUBE
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CUBILICIOUS
CUBE by Hettich is an innovative
shelving system which is flexible,
modern and easy to install. It
is a breakthrough in furniture
industry as the furniture made
with cube system leaves people
mesmerized by its design and
aesthetics. CUBE can be termed
as a furniture system of future.
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CUBE: Shelving System Components

Cover Caps for the basic profile

Profile for shelf panels
Basic Profile

Connector

The Profiles

Profile for side/
shelf panels
Basic Profile

Profile for shelf panels 16mm

Profile for glass panels 6mm

Profile for side/shelf panels 16mm

OH

Profile for glass
panels

3.5 x 12 mm
Countersunk head screw

The Connectors

The Structure
of Components.

Double

The heart of the system consists of connectors and profiles that
can be used according to your own creative ideas. Whether long
or short, wide or narrow, open or closed, on the wall or on the
floor, almost every piece of furniture will be feasible.
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Triple-2DT

Triple-3D

Quadruple

Quintuple

Threaded pin M5 x 6 mm DIN 913
• 0.8 - 1Nm torque
• Optionally supplied with securing glue

The Safe Connection.
To ensure a high stability, strength and safety, the profiles are
connected using threaded pins which are screwed into the
connectors. The pins are optionally supplied with a thread
securing glue and fastened with 0.8 - 1nm torque. Due to the
preset distance of the thread hole, the connection guarantees
excellent stability and safety.

Connecting node

Profile

Threaded pins
matching the profile’s
surface are available in
silver, nickel or black
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CUBE: Wall Mounting System

Invisible wall mounting system: Type 1

Invisible wall mounting system: Type 2

Our Idea: An elegant system needs an elegant and discrete fixing solution. The result is
simple but unbeatable in its function:

Alternative: … it is also possible to fix the system with a flat head screw
that afterwards can be covered with a cap.

A supporting system that is fastened to the wall in which the furniture element can be
hooked and fixed afterwards. The system also allows an easy and precise adjustment of
height or depth even after mounting.

Note: If the weight of the system (loading) exceeds by 30 kg then
please use both type1 and type2 connections for wall.

The result: the wall mounting system is not visible from the front side and the furniture
element is safely and firmly fixed.
Weight Capacity: 15 Kg per connections
Wall

Possibility of
a subsequent
adjustment.

Fine adjustment in
a range of 7 mm

Threaded pin
M5 x 6mm DIN 913 as
levering protection.
3 surfaces incl.

Invisible from
the front side

Cutout
4 x 38 mm
flat headed screw
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CUBE: Door System

CUBE: Sliding System

CUBE: With Hinged Door

Sliding System: Overlay
Overlay Sliding Doors.
Version 1: Functional and design-oriented.
Sliding door version which runs with 2 own profiles
on the frame system.
The profiles have been designed for Hettich
SlideLine M or SlideLine 66 fitting kits.

OH

OH

Sliding System: Inset
Door Inside the frame system

Inset Sliding Doors.
Version 2: Flush and in a clear line.
Sliding door version which runs with 2 own profiles
inside the frame system.

Open the door.
Another option to create your individual piece of furniture:

The profiles have been designed for Hettich
SlideLine M or SlideLine 66 Fitting kits.

It is easily possible to mount hinged doors inside or outside of the frame system. If the door is mounted from
the outside, the hinge spans the width of the prole (applies for commercially available door hinges that span
a width of 16mm).
With this method, even completely closed furniture elements can be created and designed.

OH

Recommended hinges:
Door inside the frame system
Hettich | Sensys8645i B-4 | Distance 5mm (Mounting plate) | Cup distance C = 3mm
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CUBE: Top Unit under Mount

CUBE: Movable with Wheels

The perfect connection

Castors: Movable with wheels

In order to offer a discreet and stable solution to
integrate the system into the already existing furniture
elements, we have developed a fastening insert that is as
simple as it is efficient.

As for furniture elements that have to be mobile
(e.g. tea trolleys, TV stands, etc.), the use of
castors is an option. There are many versions
available in the market, such as versions with or
without brake, which are compatible with our
system.

The connection using the fastening sleeve is screwed into
the existing furniture element either at the top or at the
bottom. Then simply place the pre-drilled profile in the
required position and secure it with a threaded pin…
and all is done!

The castors should be equipped with an M8
thread and can easily be mounted by using our
connecting thread.

Connection to
the top or to
the bottom

Set of 2 pieces including fastening sleeve, screw and
threaded pin.

Threaded pin M5 x 6 mm DIN 913
for securing the connection

Fastening sleeve
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CUBE: Other Optional Accessories

CUBE: Profile and Connectors Colour Available

Cover caps for the basic profile
The Cover cap is used to cover an open basic profile and
most suitable for building a piece of furniture that is
exposed to heavy loads, e.g. when building a table leg or
similar.
Flat Cover cap is used to simply cover an open profile and
has a smaller thickness.
Both caps are simply pushed into the profile’s end to
obtain a safe and neat finish.

Cover Cap

Flat Cover Cap

Adjustable foot & connecting thread
A flexible height adjustment of the furniture leg is very
important in furniture design.

Profiles

Connecting nods

Our version offers an adjustable range of height from 0 to
20 mm.

Aluminium

Zamac

Black matt anodized

Black matt painted

Silver matt anodized

Silver matt painted

Matt brushed nickel

Matt stainless steel effect

The foot is simply screwed into the profile’s end with the
help of our connecting thread.
This offers an optimal and quick solution to create heightadjustable furniture feet: saw the profile to the required
length, insert the connecting thread and screw in the
furniture foot, Finished!

20mm

Adjustable foot & connecting thread

Self-adhesive felt pads
If your piece of furniture touches the floor with its side
profiles and connecting nodes, we recommend the use of
our custom-fit felt pads to protect your furniture and your
floor from being scratched.
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Revivifying the way
Bathrooms are made.

A refreshing start to the day, and a relaxing soak in the
evening: the bathroom is the home’s haven of pampering
and indulgence. The modern bathrooms need the modern
day interiors which is why Hettich has come out with
minimalistic, innovative, sleek & simple furniture solutions.
The CUBE by Hettich revivifies the way home furniture
was made. It offers great space and aesthetics, is very less
time consuming whereas installing and assembling of the
furniture is concerned.
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Kitchen, which makes
you idiosyncratic.

We all have individual preferences and likewise differ from
each other. There is something special about standing apart
from the crowd that gives you a unique distinction. It builds
one’s persona that emerges from the choices made by
oneself.
This kitchen idea is one of such examples where you can
stand out from the crowd by using a contemporary colour
palette. The coral reef coloured kitchen will grab attention
of your guests and the use of CUBE in your kitchen will
be something which will put them in the state of awe. It
adds eloquence to the kitchen interiors with the ease of
accessibility.
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Traditional with a pinch
of contemporary.

With evolution & advancement in design and aesthetics
you can see new trends in furniture design coming everyday
but traditional design never goes off the trends.
The new cube can be used in your present kitchen in such a
beautiful manner that you will have new wall in your kitchen without the hassle of renewing the old.
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Extending your shelf
space without struggle.

Everyone knows the importance of extra shelves and
storage space at your workstation, no matter how much
space you give to keep your files, sketches, books, folders
etc. you will eventually need more space over the time.
The Cube by Hettich solves this problem and allows you to
add as many shelves you want and as many times you want.
So, now you dont need to worry about the space of storage
at your workstation.
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I’m a Millennial.
I like my tea in London,
coffee in Turkey.

Millennials are a restless lot unable to sit at one place for
a long time. Basically they prefer to work in a comfortable
environment. This said, design aesthetics is a big time priority with this generation. The age of heavy & bulky furniture
is so passe’. This is the age of minimalism.
The CUBE converts the regular overhead storage spaces into
aesthetically pleasing furniture items which restructures
any given wall of your house into a design statement.
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Not your average
Living-Room.

Aesthetics are important but you can’t ignore
the importance of storage. In the era of
minimalistic approach and high space utilisation,
one has to create a balance between the two
while designing the house and Hettich CUBE
helps you to achieve the same.
This design lets you make your living area
aesthetically beautiful with ample storage and
accessibility area using Hettich CUBE.
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Confluence of
Aesthetics &
Functionality.

Aesthetics are important but you can’t ignore
the importance of functionality. In the era of
minimalistic approach and high space utilisation,
one has to between the two while designing the
house and Hettich CUBE helps you to achieve
the same.
This design lets you make your living area
aesthetically beautiful with ample storage and
accessibility area using Hettich CUBE.
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When your stairs
are Pretty as Peach.

The stairs area of houses are often neglected but in the era
of optimum space utilisation no inch of your house can be
left behind.
The CUBE by Hettich is a one of a kind furniture solution
which can be used in numerous ways and one of which is
using it as display/ house decoration shelving system.
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When your furniture is
Geometrically Congruent

IN the contemporary furniture design proportions are playing a
major role in the aesthetic language. People are more concerned
about the congruous design of their furniture.
This design lets you make your living area bedroom area
aesthetically beautiful which is geometrically congruity with ample
storage and accessibility area using Hettich CUBE.
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Life’s too short to live
in a dreary home.

Everyone has a place or a spot in their house which they
want to keep their favourite and prized possesions and
show them to thier guests. This spot becomes
The Hettich CUBE helps to achieve this particular spot
where you would like to place your favourite books, vase or
your favourite heels.
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My favourite
look is one that’s
unique.

When being different is in your nature. You
make your home prettier then all of your mate’s
and that makes you standout from the herd.
This design lets you make your living area
aesthetically beautiful with ample storage and
accessibility area using Hettich CUBE.
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Tranquility amidst
hustle of the house.

Everyone has a place or a spot in their house where they
feel relaxed. Eventually this chosen place becomes their
relax zone where they would like to retreat at the end
of the day with a cup of coffee to soothe and relax their
stressed nerves.
This idea leads the way to the necessity of having a tranquil
spot. The Hettich CUBE helps to achieve this particular spot
where you would like to place your favourite books, vase or
your laptop along with a cup of tea.
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Full-time reader
Part Time Designer.

Who doesn’t want to have a personal library at home
where they can place their collection and enjoy reading
their favourite books. Gone are the days of heavy looking
bulky library. This is the age of sleek book storage which
solves dual purpose of esthetic storage with easily retrival.
As projected, in this concept, you can see the personalized
library which actually doesn’t look like a library but works
like one with a complete modern touch. The Hettich CUBE
has made it possible to put this idea into reality with
its door sliding to hide the unwanted things kept in the
storage.
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Away with convention,
give me freedom.

Millennials are a restless lot unable to sit at one place for
a long time. Basically they prefer to work in a comfortable
environment.
The age of heavy & bulky furniture is so passe’. This is the
age of minimalism and portability. The Hettich CUBE allows
you build a minimal, light and portable lifestyle.
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An island in the
hustle of Kitchen.

Above the island space in any kitchen, CUBE can easily
provide multiple shelves to keep jar, planters, decorative
crockeries etc. which will add to the aesthetic element as
well as give you extra storage space in the times ahead. A
beautiful, minimal, picture perfect kitchen.
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Furniture which is
well-educated.

Kindergarten schools are prone to being
unorganized with regard to the storage of
stationery, books and stuff related to kids.
Here portable Cube trolley with enclosed bottom
area with shutter to keep all stuff secure and carry
wherever kids are playing for his/her convenience
is perfect for kids zone.
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Modern art needs
modern viewing.

As Postmodern Art galleries are depicting more
openness and neat spaces, the exhibitions today
need to be designed for reusabilty but without
restricting the artist’s idea of displaying their
artworks.
The Hettich Cube is an excellent solution to
display Artifacts where rest of the furniture
elements become invisible.
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Modern art
needs portability.

Inside Gallery, artist can take artefacts from
one place to another in CUBE in an organized
manner. Giving artist freedom of portability and
flexibility to display his or her artwork in their
desired manner.
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CUBE MODULES
The Hettich CUBE is designed in a way that it offers complete design
flexibility. Designer/ Architects can play with the form of actual Cube
and design breakthrough ideas using Hettich CUBE. It is a verstaile
shelving system which can be used in any space.
Adaptation
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Why You
Should Use
Cube?
The question should be “ Why should we use Cube?”
Cube not only displays the modern, contemporary design
aesthetics which will bring life to your home but it is also
a multi utility item which can be used in different furniture
types. It also gives you the chances of customizability and
last but not least it is very simple to install and easy to
assemble. So, now you answer “Why not Cube?“
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